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PURPOSE:
• Raise public awareness of the overall state of the 

Genesee River Basin
• Provide a basis for conversation about what is 

important to improve water quality in the Genesee 
River

• Make visible the targets to improve the water quality 
in, and access to, the Genesee River 

• Make sure we are making progress on those targets

NOTE: No new data collection.



Genesee RiverWatch
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Restoring Our River
Work Worth Doing



Summit

• Overarching goals of the 2014 Summit were:
– Begin the process of forging a regional alliance 

capable of planning and implementing programs 
that deal with the Genesee River Basin as an 
integrated system

– Develop action plans to address the highest 
priority pollution reduction projects identified 
during the Summit

– Establish the basis for a Genesee River Basin 
Improvement Action Plan
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• SUNY Brockport Genesee River Basin Study

– Basis for our 2014 Summit and DEC’s Nine-
Element Plan

– Work conducted over a 3-year period to monitor 
and model the water quality of the entire basin

– Published a 7-volume, 700+ page report in late 
2013
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• First Summit was held in February 2014
• 185 attendees representing most of the watershed

• Over 80 stakeholder groups represented

• Focused on Canaseraga Creek, Honeoye Creek, and 
Upper Genesee River sub-watersheds

• Restoration project opportunities identified

• Need for basin plan supported
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• Upper Genesee River sub-watershed

– Streambank restoration project opportunities 
investigated

• Wyoming County at Whiskey Bridge, 

• Allegany County at Houghton and Angelica

– Team was not able to establish any project 
definitions

– No further action in 2014
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• Canaseraga Creek sub-watershed

– Restoration project opportunities investigated

• Re-establish a wetland in Groveland Flats

• Implementation of agricultural BMPs

– Team was not able to establish any project 
definitions

– No further action in 2014
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• Honeoye Creek sub-watershed

– Restoration project opportunities investigated

• Upgrade opportunities at one or two municipal 
wastewater treatment plants

– Team was not able to establish any project 
definitions

– No further action in 2014
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• Developing and maintaining regional partnerships
– on-going

• Promoting public interest, education and active 
involvement
– 2015 SUMMIT
– Events – tabling and presentations
– Upgrade our website
– Film – Restoring Our River: Work Worth Doing

• Monitoring and publishing water quality information
– Genesee River Basin Report Card
– Establish Citizens Monitoring Program
– Data on our website
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• Developing priority restoration projects
– Streambank stabilization projects

– Nutrient recovery 

– Access to Lower Genesee River 

• Advocating for appropriate regulation and 
compliance
– Promoting phosphorus monitoring for permitted 

wastewater treatment plants and state-approved 
land application of bio-solids
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• DEC Nine-Element Plan entitled:
Addressing Phosphorus and Sediment in the Genesee River Basin: A 
Synopsis of Existing Reports to meet EPA’s Nine Elements of a 
Watershed Plan 
– The Genesee River basin is well studied and numerous reports 

exist which collectively address all of the elements
– Document serves to bring all of the elements together under 

one umbrella to serve as the comprehensive watershed plan to 
address phosphorus and sediment in the Genesee River basin

– Our plan is to offer updates as appropriate to strengthen the 
plan

– This Nine-Element Plan is needed to secure federal funding for 
restoration projects
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Streambank Stabilization
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Streambank Stabilization
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• Investigated several projects

– Wyoming County – Whiskey Bridge

• Worked with Wyoming County Soil & Water 
Conservation District

• Submitted pre-proposal to Save Our Great Lakes

– Allegany County – Houghton College

• Submitted pre-proposal to Save Our Great Lakes

– Allegany County – Angelica

• Worked with private landowner



Streambank Stabilization
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• May 2015

– Secured funding from Healing Our Waters 
Coalition to develop a streambank restoration 
plan for a portion of the Upper Genesee River 
near Houghton, NY

– Just beginning work 



Whiskey Bridge
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Whiskey Bridge
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Whiskey Bridge
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Houghton College
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Houghton College
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Houghton College
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Nutrient Recovery
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Opportunities to expand  food 

manufacturing.…….

Drive increases in animal feeding 

operations and the quantity of manure



Nutrient Recovery

• The expansion of the dairy and food processing 
industries in our Finger Lakes Region is limited by 
access to, and the assimilative capacity of, our 
land and water resources. Those resources 
include:
– Land on which manure and food processing by-

products can be applied in an environmentally sound 
manner;

– Clean water for dairy and food processing operations;
– Nutrients for forage and cash crops; and
– Clean water for drinking, fishing and swimming.
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• Technologies have been developed throughout the 
country that have been demonstrated to work to 
process different components of the by-product 
streams generated in these industries. 

• Those technologies have not been routinely applied to 
recover agricultural nutrients and water for reuse. 

• A technology evaluation, development and 
demonstration capability would accelerate the 
adoption of these technologies which in turn will 
allow our Region to expand our diary and food 
processing industries in an environmentally and 
economically sustainable manner.
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• Benefits
– Farms more productive – Less phosphorus and 

nitrogen in land applied by-products allows expansion 
of dairy herds. More clean water for operations 
reduces cost.

– Food processors more productive – More 
environmentally sound by-product management 
options allows expansion of industry.

– Improved water quality – Less nutrients applied to the 
lands of our region provides more swimmable, 
fishable and drinkable water.
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• River Access

– Upper Genesee River 

• Genesee River Wild

– Lower Genesee River

• City of Rochester
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Soil Health
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• The Natural Resources Conservation Service 
(NRCS) identified that healthy soils matter 
because they help:

– Increase production;

– Reduce production costs and improve profits;

– Protect natural resources both on and off the 
farm; and

– Reduce nutrient loading and sediment runoff, 
increase efficiencies, and sustain wildlife.
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Cover Crops
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Tile Drains
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• The purpose of agricultural drainage is to 
remove excess water from the soil in order to 
enhance crop production. 

• In some soils, the natural drainage processes 
are sufficient for growth and production of 
agricultural crops, but in many other soils, 
artificial drainage is needed for efficient 
agricultural production.
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• Controlled drainage can be combined 
with subirrigation to improve yields while 
protecting water quality. 

• Subirrigation is irrigation back through the 
subsurface drain tiles. 

• It may be economical when fields are 
relatively level and need to be drained 
anyway. 
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• Citizen Water Quality Monitoring 

– Volunteer working to establish protocol focused 
upon:

• Sediment, phosphorus, nitrogen, temperature, and 
stream observations

– Planning a demonstration/de-bug project on a 
Genesee River tributary in the Upper Basin using 
college students in an environmental science class 
at Alfred
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• Recognized that we need to be in this for the next 
30 years in order to make real, measurable 
improvements in water quality

• Wanted to avoid trying to develop the perfect 
plan before we defined and implemented 
restoration projects

• Decided we should take advantage of the best 
science currently available to identify projects on 
which we can agree and implement right away.



• Continue to look for funding for these projects

• In the meantime we rely heavily on volunteers 
to help with investigations that improve our 
collective knowledge and understanding of 
the issues, science and technologies 
associated with a particular topic/project

• If you are interested in helping us out with any 
of the projects I mentioned, please contact me
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Contact Information

George Thomas, Executive Director

Center for Environmental Initiatives

700 West Metro Park

Rochester, New York 14623

585-233-6086

Email: gthomas@ceinfo.org

Web: www.geneseeriverwatch.org
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Back-up Information
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Report Card
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Category Subcategory Metric: Measure 

Water  Pollutants Total Phosphorus (TP): Micrograms/liter 
Quality  Total Nitrogen: Milligrams/liter 

  Total Suspended Solids: Milligrams/liter 

 Condition DEC Listed Impairments: % 
  Unassessed Streams: % 
    

Protections Waste Management Point Source Nutrient Monitoring % 
In Place (BUD/SPDES) Non-Point Source Nutrient Management Plans % 

 Development Active Construction Sites Inspected % of active NOI’s 
  Green Infrastructure Programs % of municipalities 
  Septic System Inspection/Maintenance Policy % of municipalities 

 Agriculture Counties ID Watershed as AEM Priority % 
  Farms in Watershed at Tier 4 in AEM % of farmland acres 

 Conservation Riparian Zone % of target miles 
    

Restoration Projects & Plans Projects being developed $/acre of watershed 
Actions  Projects complete since 2010 $/acre of watershed 

  Number of stream/river access points % of target 
  Watershed plan in place % implemented 

 



Vision: 

Our long term vision is for a Genesee River Basin 
whose water quality is fully restored, whose 
rivers and streams are accessible and 
celebrated, whose beaches are open for 
swimming and in which economic development 
both benefits from and contributes to the water 
quality of our region. 
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